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Over 50 airlines launch significant
new long-haul routes from Europe
According to The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal
schedules data for S19, seat capacity on long-haul flights from
European airports (defined as being intercontinental routes of
over 3,500 kilometres) is set to grow by around 5.4% compared
with S18. This is significantly above the modest 2% growth in
seat capacity currently being predicted for all flights from
European airports in S19.
London and Paris gain connectivity to China
The ANKER Report has analysed Europe’s leading major airport
hubs to see how well connected they are to four major longhaul markets; Canada, China, India and the US. Each of these
has several major international airports located across the
country. The number of destinations served non-stop in each
country in August 2018 and August 2019 has been calculated.
Considering how capacity and slot constrained the airport is,
London LHR has done remarkably well to add two new US
destinations (Charleston and Pittsburgh, both served by British
Airways) and three new Chinese destinations; Chengdu with Air
China, Chongqing with Tianjin Airlines and Shenzhen with
Shenzhen Airlines.

Dublin gaining several long-haul routes
Although not usually considered one of Europe’s main hub
airports, Dublin’s location is advantageous for services to North
America. This summer will see new US services to Dallas/Fort
Worth (with American Airlines) and Minneapolis/St. Paul (with
Aer Lingus), new Canadian services to Calgary and Halifax (both
with WestJet) and Hamilton (with Norwegian), though service
to St. John’s, offered by WestJet last summer, is not available in
S19. As a result, Dublin has non-stop service this summer to 18
destinations in the US, six in Canada and two in China. It has no
non-stop service to India.
While Dublin is something of a specialist in North American
services, Helsinki is using its geographic advantage in offering
more routes to China than many other airports. The Finnish
capital has direct flights to six destinations in China, but only
serves four US destinations. Finnair’s resumption of flights to
Los Angeles at the end of March means that the Californian city
joins the existing non-stop services to Chicago, New York JFK
and San Francisco. Maybe surprisingly, Helsinki has no non-stop
flights to any destinations anywhere in Canada.

Welcome

In this issue we look at two airlines
which sadly ceased flying in the last
fortnight; flybmi and Germania.
However, our lead story concerns longhaul operations in Europe this summer
and which airlines, airports and
country markets have seen major
developments.
We take a look at the airports serving
Biarritz, Friedrichshafen, Gran Canaria
and Malmö, as well as Norwegian’s
operations in Spain and the UKGermany market. There are also six
European country profiles.

Paris CDG has also added three new Chinese destinations since
last August; Chongqing with Hainan Airlines, Fuzhou with
Xiamen Airlines and Shenzhen with Hainan Airlines. It has also
gained a new Canadian destination (Calgary, operated by
WestJet) but lost a US destination (Pittsburgh with Delta Air
Lines).

Emirates still #1 long-haul airline despite Dubai runway works

Ralph Anker Delta Air Lines and Las Vegas with KLM. Its choice of
ralph@anker-report.com destinations to Canada, China and India remain unchanged.

Looking at the leading airlines this summer for long-haul
services from Europe, all of the top 16 airlines have increased
their long-haul capacity with the notable exception of Emirates.
This can be explained by the fact that the Dubai-based carrier is
facing some operational restrictions this summer due to the
closure of the southern runway for 45 days between 16 April
and 30 May. However, despite this, schedule data shows that
overall seat capacity between Europe and Dubai with Emirates
is set to be only 1% down on S18.

Istanbul’s main airport currently has fewer routes to
destinations in Canada, China, India and the US than either
Madrid or Rome FCO, with its main weakness being the relative
lack of US destinations offered. While Madrid and Rome FCO
both have non-stop service to 13 American destinations,
Istanbul only has direct flights to nine US airports. It will be
interesting to see if the new airport serving the Turkish city
encourages the launch of additional US services.

Local UAE rival Etihad Airways is only registering capacity
growth to Europe of less than 1%. However, Doha-based Qatar
Airways is planning to increase its European capacity this
summer by almost 13%, as the airline passes Delta Air Lines this
summer to be the fifth biggest long-haul carrier in Europe.
Compared with last summer it has added two new non-stop
routes from Europe to Doha, with Gothenburg and Malta being
the new routes. The Gothenburg route launched in midDecember while Malta service begins
continues on page 11
on 4 June.

Amsterdam has gained two new US destinations; Tampa with

Frankfurt offers one fewer destinations in the US after
Lufthansa suspended its 5-weekly service to San Jose in
California at the end of October 2018.
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Germania collapse sees six smaller German airports lose at least 20%
of their scheduled seat capacity in S19; other carriers may step in
When Germania (IATA code ST) was featured in Issue 10
of The ANKER Report it was noted that the carrier was
going through a period of rapid expansion, trying to
capitalise on the collapse of airberlin/NIKI in the German
market. Sadly, the carrier ceased operations at the end
of Monday 4 February, having recently admitted to some
financial problems. In a press release the following day
the airline said that its short-term liquidity need
“emerged mainly due to unforeseeable events such as
massive increases in fuel prices last summer and the
simultaneous weakening of the euro against the US
dollar, considerable delays in phasing aircraft into the
fleet and an unusually high number of maintenance
events that the airline’s aircraft required were major
burdens for the company.”
Scheduled seat capacity up almost 50% in 2018
What is clear is that Germania grew its scheduled seat
capacity by 47% in 2018, which followed growth of 49%
in 2017, according to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules
data. Such rapid growth is always a risk and was made
more challenging by the dispersed fleet across several
German airports and a mixed fleet type.
According to Germania, the airline’s fleet (including
aircraft operated by partner airlines Germania Flug in
Zurich and Bulgarian Eagle) comprised a total of 37
aircraft, a mix of 148-seat Boeing 737-700s, 144/150seat Airbus A319s and 210/215-seat A321s.
For S19 the airline was only planning capacity growth of
around 6%, suggesting it was aware of the need for
consolidation after two years of rapid growth
Network focussed on Mediterranean destinations
The airline’s business model was based around selling
seats to tour operators as only 14% of its passengers
came from seat-only bookings. Typically for a German
leisure carrier, the most popular destinations served
were Palma de Mallorca and Antalya. Also among the
airline’s top 15 airports for S19 were three Greek
airports (Heraklion, Kos and Rhodes) and one in Egypt
(Hurghada).
Something of an oddity is the prominent ranking of
Pristina in Kosovo. This can be explained by the fact that
Germania provided aircraft to the virtual airline Air
Prishtina. The airline’s website now indicates that these
services have been taken over by Eurowings and
Orange2fly.
In total Germania was planning to operate regular
services from 15 German airports this summer with
Nuremberg, Bremen, Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf all
expected to offer over 200,000 departing seats this
summer. Within days of Germania’s collapse, Nuremberg
was able to announce that TUI fly Deutschland would be
basing an aircraft at the airport to help compensate for
the loss of Germania.
Erfurt and Rostock hardest hit
At six German airports, Germania was expected to
account for at least 20% of all scheduled seat capacity in
S19. The hardest hit airport in this regard is Erfurt, where
Germania was expected to be responsible for almost
90% of scheduled seat capacity. Rostock in northern
Germany was not far behind with almost 80% of its
scheduled capacity being provided by Germania. The
other airports with significant percentage loss of
capacity are Münster/Osnabrück, Friedrichshafen,
Dresden and Bremen.
Over 200 routes planned for S19
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data indicates that the
airline’s network of routes from German airports was
expected to grow from 196 routes in August 2018 to 207
in August 2019. However, this modest network growth
of 11 routes disguises the fact that Germania was
planning to add 34 new routes while dropping 23.
The vast majority of the dropped and launched routes
operate with just a single weekly frequency, the notable
exception being a planned 4-weekly service between
Berlin TXL and Antalya. The highest-frequency route in
S18 was a 2-daily service to Palma de Mallorca from
Nuremberg, with five other German airports also having
at least daily service to the Spanish airport. Overall, the
airline’s average weekly frequency across all routes was
just 2 flights per week.
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Germany: Passenger numbers across Germany’s airports
were up just over 10% in December. Last December the
country was still getting to grips with the collapse of
airberlin/NIKI. This explains the impressive growth in
Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf, though Dortmund’s growth
was all about the network expansion of Wizz Air.

The ANKER Report

Greece: Airports in Greece saw passenger growth of
almost 12% in December. Athens traffic was up 9%. The
highest growth among the leading airlines in Greece
came from local carriers Sky Express and Astra Airlines
who both reported seat capacity growth of over 80%.
Aegean/Olympic increased seats by just over 2%.
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Norway: The top five airports in Norway all grew their
passenger numbers in January by between 3% and 6%.
Across all airports growth was just over 3%. Norwegian
has just edged ahead of SAS in terms of seat capacity
from Norwegian airports, thanks to growth of 9%. SAS
capacity is almost unchanged from January 2018.
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Gran Canaria’s 4% growth in 2018 driven by Air Europa’s domestic
expansion; international traffic falls 4% as Norwegian cuts for S19
Gran Canaria is the busiest airport in the Canary Islands
handling almost 13.6 million passengers in 2018. This
ranks it as Spain’s sixth busiest airport overall. In the
Canary Islands the next busiest airports are Tenerife TFS
(11.0 million), Lanzarote (7.3 million) and Fuerteventura
(6.1 million).
Between 2004 and 2015 traffic at Gran Canaria was
consistently between 9.2 million and 10.6 million
passengers. However, in 2016 demand increased by
almost 14% to just over 12 million, before breaking
through the 13 million mark in 2017. The biggest
increase in capacity between 2015 and 2017 came from
two of Europe’s big pan-European (U)LCCs; Norwegian
and Ryanair.
However, in 2018, although overall traffic grew by
almost 4% to 13.6 million, international traffic was down
by 4% while domestic demand was up 17%. The
domestic growth was driven by Air Europa which had
begun operating multiple-daily flights from Gran Canaria
to Fuerteventura, Lanzarote and Tenerife TFN in October
2017 using ATR 72s operated by Air Europa Express.
Unusual seasonality profile
The airport’s seasonality profile is different from most
European airports as traffic does not drop off in winter.
Because of its location so far south, the Canary Islands
are a popular ‘winter sun’ destination, especially for
northern Europeans. As a result, the airport’s peak
months are March and December while the quietest
months are May and June, though the peak months are
only around 35% busier than the off-peak months.
Binter Canarias leads way
The leading airline at Gran Canaria in 2018 was Binter
Canarias, which also grew its passenger numbers by
13%. The leading foreign airlines (shown in purple) were
TUI Group, Ryanair, Thomas Cook Airlines and
Norwegian. Of these, only Norwegian grew its passenger
numbers compared to 2017. However, Norwegian has
announced that it will close its base at the airport (see
page 10) resulting in capacity for this summer being cut
by over 20%.
Another top 15 airline in 2018, Germania, has just
ceased operations (see page 2) while airberlin (which
was a top 15 airline in 2017) ceased operations at the
end of that year.
Apart from Air Europa’s almost 60% increase in
passengers, two other Spanish carriers (Canary Fly and
Vueling) both increased their passenger numbers by
around 20%.
Düsseldorf is #1 international route
The top five routes are all domestic with demand for
Madrid flights being 60% more than for the next busiest
route, Tenerife TFN. Routes to other Canary Island
airports (shown in orange), make up three of the top
four busiest routes in 2018.
The leading international route in 2018 was Düsseldorf
(in sixth place) followed by Oslo, Stockholm, Amsterdam,
Manchester and London LGW. The fastest-growing
routes were the three inter-island routes which all
reported an increase in passengers of between 20% and
25%. Seville traffic grew by 19%.
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Eurowings and Laudamotion replace airberlin
During 2018 several new services were launched.
Compensating for the loss of airberlin/NIKI, Laudamotion
began service from Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf and Vienna,
while Eurowings began flying from Berlin TXL,
Nuremberg and Salzburg. easyJet also began service
from Berlin SXF at the end of 2018.
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Ryanair, which has served Gran Canaria from some 50
airports over the years, added service to Venice TSF in
March 2018 bringing its current route network at the
airport to almost 40 routes, though some of these are
only operated seasonally.
Norwegian served 22 destinations from Gran Canaria in
W18/19 with Düsseldorf its newest route, added in S17.
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Baltics: Passenger numbers across the airports in the
three Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania were
up almost 9% in January. Riga and Vilnius both recorded
growth of just over 5%. While airBaltic and Ryanair both
recorded double-digit capacity growth, Wizz Air’s seat
offering was almost 12% lower than last January.
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Russia: Three of Russia’s top four airports reported
passenger growth in December of more than 15%.
However, Moscow DME saw traffic drop almost 10%
compared with a year ago. Aeroflot and its in-house LCC
Pobeda are driving growth in the Russian market as S7
Airlines, Ural Airlines and UTair all grew quite slowly.
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Turkey: Demand was down almost 5% across Turkey’s
airports in January, though Istanbul traffic was virtually
unchanged. While Antalya continued to report growth
Ankara’s traffic was down almost 22%. Among airlines,
Turkish Airlines increased capacity by just over 2%, but
the other leading airlines all reduced capacity.
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Biarritz dominated by Paris routes; Lufthansa to launch Munich link
Just 35 kilometres from the Spanish border, Biarritz on the
Bay of Biscay in south-west France has long been associated
with glamour. The city’s airport has seen passenger numbers
double in the last 20 years from 600,000 in 1997 to almost 1.2
million in 2017. While domestic traffic increased by around
50% during that period to almost 900,000 annual passengers,
there has been significant growth in international services,
which now account for one quarter of all passengers.
Domestic routes are dominated by flights to Paris, with Air
France’s Orly service accounting for almost half of all
domestic seats. Air France and easyJet also serve Paris CDG
with multiple-daily flights. The only other domestic route with
daily service is Lyon. All other domestic routes are seasonal,
summer-only services. Volotea launched Marseille service in
S18 while easyJet began flying to Nice.
International scheduled services are dominated by Ryanair,
which accounted for 60% of such seats in 2018 and serves
Biarritz from Brussels CRL, Dublin and London STN. easyJet
has summer-only flights from Basel, Berlin TXL, London LGW
and London LTN. Other seasonal, international routes are
operated by Finnair (to Helsinki), Flybe (Birmingham and
Southampton), HOP! (Geneva), Iberia (Madrid), Luxair
(Luxembourg), SAS (Copenhagen and Stockholm) and SWISS
(Geneva). The only new route announced so far for 2019 is
Lufthansa’s seasonal service from Munich, which will launch
on 25 May and operate weekly until 5 October using CRJ 900s.

Friedrichshafen set for tough 2019 after collapse of Germania
Friedrichshafen lies on the banks of Lake Constance in
southern Germany, close to the borders of both Austria and
Switzerland. For aviation enthusiasts the city has much to
offer with both a Dornier Museum and a Zeppelin Museum.
The airport serving the city has been handling between
450,000 and 600,000 annual passengers for the last decade.
In seven of the last 10 years traffic has fallen year-on-year.
However, 2018 saw a 5% increase in passengers, reversing a
run of three years of falling demand.
Domestic traffic accounts for only one-third of demand and is
dominated by Lufthansa’s multiple-daily flights to Frankfurt.
British Airways began service to Düsseldorf in 2018 using its
Danish franchise partner SUN-AIR and Hamburg service began
on 14 January, also operated by SUN-Air for British Airways.
Germania was the biggest provider of international capacity
during 2018 followed by Wizz Air (to Skopje and Tuzla),
Turkish Airlines (to Istanbul IST) and easyJet (seasonal service
from Gatwick). TwinJet offers service to Toulouse, which helps
with staff moving between Airbus sites, as Airbus Defence &
Space has a significant presence nearby.
Germania offered holiday flights to multiple destinations in
Greece, Portugal, Spain (notably Palma de Mallorca) and
Turkey, and accounted for around 60% of international
capacity. The recent collapse of the airline (see page 2) will
make 2019 a challenging year for Friedrichshafen.

Malmö has good links to Stockholm; Wizz Air reaches 11 routes
Sweden’s third largest city after Stockholm and Gothenburg,
Malmö has a population of over 300,000 people. Located in
southern Sweden, the city is connected to Copenhagen in
Denmark via the Øresund Bridge, made famous in recent
years by the TV series The Bridge. Malmö is also home to
Scandinavia’s tallest building, the Turning Torso, designed by
renowned architect Santiago Calatrava.
In recent years the city’s airport has handled just over two
million passengers each year, with around 1.2 million
passengers on domestic flights. The vast majority of these are
travelling to or from Stockholm with Norwegian and SAS
competing on the Arlanda route and Braathens Regional
serving the closer to downtown airport at Bromma.
By far the leading airline for international services is Wizz Air
which accounts for over 80% of scheduled international seats.
It offers flights from 10 of its bases with Gdansk and Skopje
the two leading routes for seats. An 11th route to Ohrid
begins in March. Ryanair offers just a single route from its
Krakow base, which launched in October 2017. In the past
Ryanair has served Malmö from at least 12 other airports. TUI
fly Nordic serves a range of leisure destinations on a seasonal
basis, including Antalya, which is a new route for S19.
In 2018 Braathens began serving Helsinki while SAS started
service to Malaga, but neither appears to be still being offered
in 2019 according to FlightGlobal schedules data.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
easyJet launched two new routes during the last
fortnight, though only one is a genuine new route. On 9
February the LCC resumed service between London LGW
and Düsseldorf, a route it previously served between
February 2010 and March 2016. The service will operate
11-weekly until the start of S19 when it increases to 13weekly. However, during July and August frequency is
reduced to 6-weekly on the 490-kilometre route.
Although easyJet faces no direct competition from
London LGW, British Airways (42-weekly) and
Eurowings (27-weekly) both fly from London LHR while
British Airways (22-weekly) and Flybe (16-weekly) offer
further alternatives from London LCY. easyJet’s only
other route to Düsseldorf is from Berlin TXL, which it
launched in January 2018 with multiple daily flights. The
unusual timing of this route’s launch is because easyJet
ceased service between London LGW and Aberdeen,
with the last flight operating on Friday 8 February.
easyJet’s other new route is a French domestic service
between Paris CDG and Pau which began on 4 February
but will end on 3 March. The route is being offered as an
alternative to its service to Biarritz, which is suspended
during this period because of runway works. Frequency

on the route varies between 7-weekly and 10-weekly.
Air France already connects the two airports with 3-daily
flights. Service to Biarritz resumes once more on
Monday 4 March. This is easyJet’s only service to Pau, a
destination it has not previously served.
Wizz Air added three more routes from its Vienna base
with the introduction on 15 February of service to
Madrid, Malmö and Stockholm NYO. The 1,810kilometre route to the Spanish capital will be served
daily using the ULCC’s A321s. Competition is provided by
Iberia (19-weekly), Laudamotion (daily, launched at the
end of October 2018) and Eurowings (6-weekly,
launched service in April 2017). The other two routes are
both to Sweden. The 855-kilometre route to Malmö will
be served between 3- and 4-weekly during S19 and faces
no competition. Finally, there is a new 1,190-kilometre
route to Stockholm NYO which also faces no direct
competition. However, Austrian Airlines flies 27-weekly
from the Austrian capital to Stockholm ARN. In S19 Wizz
Air will be serving 31 destinations from Vienna and
accounting for just over 6% of the airport’s total seat
capacity this summer. Wizz Air will serve Madrid from
eight bases in S19 with capacity up 31%. Malmö will be
served this summer from 12 airports (down from 13 in
S18) with capacity up just 1%. While Vienna and Ohrid
have been added for S19, flights to the Swedish city from
Debrecen, Iasi and Poznan are not currently available in
S19. From Skavsta, Wizz Air will serve 10 destinations
this summer, down from 13 in S18. While Vienna flights
have been added, service to Lublin, Poznan, Szczecin
and Vilnius (ends 8 March) have been suspended.

Announced routes
China Southern Airlines will offer non-stop service on
the 5,310-kilometre route between Urumqi and Vienna
starting on 18 June. The 3-weekly service, which
originates in Guangzhou, will be flown using the airline’s
787-8s. Vienna will become the first airport in the EU to
have direct service to Urumqi. Located in the north-west
of China, Urumqi’s airport handled 23 million passengers
in 2018, making it the country’s 18th busiest airport.
SAS plans to serve London STN from Copenhagen
starting 5 April. The route will be flown 5-weekly using
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the airline’s A319s with frequency increasing to daily in
the peak summer period. The two airports were first
connected by Go in June 1998 before becoming an
easyJet route when the airline acquired Go in 2002.
easyJet continued to serve the market until the end of
S15. Ryanair launched its service to the Danish capital
from Stansted in March 2017 and currently operates up
to 3-daily flights.
Virgin Atlantic, which was analysed in Issue 33 of The
ANKER Report, has announced a new destination from
London LHR. From 25 September it will begin daily
service to Tel Aviv in Israel using its A330-300s. The new
service is designed to enable smooth connections
between Israel and the US with both Virgin Atlantic and
Delta Air Lines. According to FlightGlobal schedules data
for October 2019, British Airways (19-weekly) and El Al
(8-weekly) already serve Tel Aviv from Heathrow, while
easyJet (13-weekly), El Al (8-weekly) and Wizz Air (daily)
offer flights from London LTN and Arkia Israeli Airlines
flies 3-weekly to London STN. easyJet is also currently
serving the market with 3-weekly flights from London
LGW. However, this is a seasonal service which only
operates during the winter.

Delayed & dropped routes
Air Italy has apparently decided to push back to 2020
the launch of its Chicago service from Milan MXP.
Originally the route had been expected to launch on 14
May with 3-weekly flights using the carrier’s A330-200s.
No airline currently connects the two cities. Air Italy is
also ending service to both Delhi and Mumbai, having
only started operations to India in December.
Air Transat, which had originally planned to begin nonstop flights between Toronto and Split in Croatia on 20
June, has decided instead to add a third weekly
frequency to its existing Zagreb service from Toronto.
WOW air has confirmed that due to its restructuring it
will not after all be launching a new route from
Reykjavik KEF to Vancouver. The route had been
scheduled to start on 6 June. The two airports are
already linked by Icelandair flights. WOW air has also
dropped flights to five US cities; Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Dallas/Forth Worth, New York JFK and St. Louis.
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Brexit shambles claims first airline casualty as flybmi ceases flying;
operated 22 routes of which only two were served by other carriers
On Saturday 16 February it was announced that flybmi
(formerly known as bmi regional) had ceased all
operations with immediate effect. The airline’s press
release stated: “The airline has faced several difficulties,
including recent spikes in fuel and carbon costs, the latter
arising from the EU’s recent decision to exclude UK
airlines from full participation in the Emissions Trading
Scheme. These issues have undermined efforts to move
the airline into profit. Current trading and future
prospects have also been seriously affected by the
uncertainty created by the Brexit process, which has led
to our inability to secure valuable flying contracts in
Europe and lack of confidence around bmi’s ability to
continue flying between destinations in Europe.”
Fleet of 17 small jets with relatively low utilisation
Formed in 2012 out of a part of bmi British Midland that
IAG chose not to keep, flybmi was operating 17 smaller
jets at the time of its collapse. These comprised three 37
-seat ERJ-135s and 14 49-seat ERJ-145s.
According to UK CAA data for October 2018, the
utilisation of these aircraft for the preceding quarter was
5.0 hours per day for the ERJ-135s and 5.8 hours per day
for the ERJ-145s. For comparison, Flybe’s fleet of 54
Q400s operated an average of 7.0 hours per day and BA
CityFlyer’s fleet of 16 ERJ900s managed 9.3 hours per
day of flying.
During 2018 the airline’s average monthly load factor
showed good improvement compared with 2017,
surpassing 60% during all seven months of S18. The
airline’s own press release stated that the airline carried
522,000 passengers in 2018.
Operated 22 routes involving 25 airports
The airline was operating 22 routes involving 25 airports
at the time of its collapse. flybmi operated 13 routes
involving UK airports, which represented 58% of the
airline’s current seat capacity. flybmi operated two UK
domestic routes; a PSO route between London STN and
City of Derry which was launched in May 2017 and
operated 13-weekly, and a 6-weekly route between
Aberdeen and Bristol.
The other 11 routes involving UK airports were:
Aberdeen to Esbjerg and Oslo; Bristol to Brussels,
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Munich and Paris CDG;
East Midlands to Brussels; and Newcastle to Brussels and
Stavanger. On 17 February Loganair, whose parent
company Airline Investments Limited also owned flybmi,
announced that it would be taking over the three
Aberdeen routes (starting 4 March) and the two
Newcastle routes (starting 25 March).
Only two of flybmi’s routes faced direct competition with
easyJet connecting Bristol to Paris CDG and SAS serving
the Oslo to Aberdeen market.
Over 40% of capacity on non-UK routes
Critically, over 40% of the airline’s weekly scheduled seat
capacity was on routes not involving UK airports. These
are the routes that the airline might not be able to
operate in a post-Brexit environment as flybmi had not
gone to the trouble (and expense) of setting up an AOC
in another EU country.
There were a total of nine routes in this category. Six of
these were from Munich to Brno, Lublin, Milan BGY,
Norrköping, Rostock and Saarbrücken. The latter two
were German domestic routes. In addition, flybmi also
operated from Frankfurt to Jönköping, Nuremberg to
Brussels and a Swedish domestic route from Jonköping
to Karlstad.
Scandinavian airports hardest hit by flybmi collapse
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for W18/19
reveals that it is the four Scandinavian airports (shown in
blue) that will be most impacted by flybmi’s collapse. At
the three Swedish airports, the carrier was responsible
for between 60% and 80% of the airport’s scheduled
seat capacity. Esbjerg in Denmark and Rostock in
Germany will also see seat capacity drop by around 45%.
The hardest hit UK airports are City of Derry (25% of
seats), Bristol (almost 5%), Aberdeen (around 2.4%) and
Newcastle and East Midlands (less than 2%). Given that
the Stansted to Derry route is a PSO route, it has already
been reported that attempts are being made to find
another carrier to operate this important service.
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UK - Germany market set to shrink by 3% in S19; four new routes for
summer but 16 dropped, as Ryanair and Eurowings cut flights
The air travel market between the UK and Germany has
doubled in size during the last 20 years from just under
7.5 million passengers in 1998 to very nearly 15 million
in 2018, according to analysis of UK CAA data by The
ANKER Report. The market has grown steadily since
2010, despite the introduction of the German aviation
tax in 2011. However, that run may come to an end in
2019, as scheduled seat capacity between the two
countries is currently 3% down in S19 compared with
S18, according to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data.
23 UK airports and 19 German airports have links
In 2018 a total of 23 UK airports had direct air links with
airports in Germany, the same as in 2017. The leading
airports for capacity were London LHR, London STN,
Manchester, Birmingham, London LGW and Edinburgh.

from 18 November while Ryanair started an Edinburgh
to Memmingen route at the end of October 2018.
Finally, Eurowings started serving Jersey from Berlin TXL
and Hamburg, and Newquay from Berlin TXL and
Stuttgart.
Four new routes in S19; Eurowings cuts 20% of seats
The ANKER Report has identified four new airport-pairs
launching in S19 between the UK and Germany. British
Airways began connecting London LCY and Munich on 16
February, a week after easyJet resumed service between
London LGW and Düsseldorf. The LCC will also begin a
Manchester to Berlin TXL service on 31 March. On 9 April
flybmi had been planning to begin Leeds Bradford to
Munich. However, 16 airport-pairs have disappeared for
S19. These include Ryanair routes from London STN to

Frankfurt HHN and Leipzig as well as Manchester to
Nuremberg and Stuttgart. Eurowings has dropped
Stansted to Hannover and two of its three Jersey routes,
while easyJet has terminated Newcastle to Berlin SXF. A
further eight services (four by Eurowings and two each
from easyJet and Ryanair) have been dropped by airlines
on routes already served by more than one airline.
Lufthansa is the leading airline in S19 with 1.48 million
seats between the UK and Germany, an increase of 5%
compared with S18. They are followed by British Airways
(1.34m, +4%), Ryanair (0.96m, -14%), easyJet (0.89m,
+6%), Eurowings (0.72m, -20%), Flybe (0.26m, -9%),
flybmi (74,000, +19%) and Loganair (10,000). The latter
launches its first UK-Germany route on 31 March
between Glasgow and Düsseldorf, replacing Eurowings.

The leading airports in Germany for links to the UK in
2018 were Frankfurt, Munich, Düsseldorf and Berlin SXF.
In total 19 German airports had direct flights to UK
destinations, one more than in 2017. The new addition
was Paderborn/Lippstadt which gained service to
London SEN on 8 November 2018 when Adria Airways
began connecting the two airports. Sadly, this operation
only lasted a few weeks.
A number of other German airports have had direct links
to the UK during the last decade. They are Altenburg
(near Leipzig), Dresden, Erfurt, Hamburg LBC, Münster/
Osnabrück and Zweibrücken.
The top five airport-pairs between the UK and Germany
all involve London LHR, with Frankfurt, Munich,
Düsseldorf, Berlin TXL and Hamburg leading the way.
The biggest routes not involving Heathrow are
Manchester-Frankfurt, Stansted-Cologne Bonn and
Stansted-Berlin SXF.
Several new routes in 2018
Several new airport-pairs were launched in 2018
between the UK and Germany. The biggest in terms of
seat capacity were easyJet’s new routes to its new base
in Berlin TXL from London LGW and Edinburgh. Apart
from the short-lived Adria Airways service between
London SEN and Paderborn/Lippstadt, British Airways
also began connecting London LGW and Cologne Bonn
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Norwegian swings axe to cut Spanish domestic capacity by 40% in
S19; US capacity from Spain set to grow helped by new Boston route
According to FlightGlobal schedules data, Spain was
Norwegian’s third biggest country market in 2018
offering 5.7 million seats, beaten only by Norway (14.0
million) and Sweden (6.1 million). In 2017 it had even
ranked ahead of Sweden. Norwegian has grown its
presence rapidly in Spain since 2013, to the extent that
in 2017 it was the eighth biggest carrier in the country,
behind Ryanair, Vueling, Grupo Iberia, Air Europa,
easyJet, TUI Group and Lufthansa Group, but ahead of
Thomas Cook Airlines, Binter Canarias, airberlin and
Jet2.com.
Spanish capacity cut in 2019
After cutting scheduled seat capacity in Spain by less
than 1% in 2018, this year the changes are rather more
dramatic. While Norwegian is cutting capacity at nine of
its top 15 country markets in 2019 Q3, the almost 8%
reduction in Spanish capacity is beaten only by
Germany’s 11% cut.
However, the cuts in Spanish capacity are firmly
focussed on domestic routes with capacity down just
over 40% in Q3. The number of domestic routes served
remains unchanged at nine with Bilbao to Tenerife TFS
being replaced by Bilbao to Tenerife TFN. However,
frequency has been cut on seven of the other domestic
routes, notably between Madrid and Palma de Mallorca,
where frequency has been cut from 3-daily in S18 to just
daily in S19. The 550-kilometre route is already well
served in summer by Air Europa (50-weekly), Iberia
Express (42-weekly) and Ryanair (32-weekly).
Norwegian’s international capacity from Spain is still
growing by just under 2%. From Norwegian’s three main
Scandinavian markets, Spanish capacity is up 3% in 2019
Q3, while the highly competitive UK-Spain market sees
capacity growth of 14% despite the loss of three routes
(Edinburgh to Barcelona and Tenerife TFS, and London
LGW to Lanzarote).
The airline’s US routes from Spain will see an almost 50%
increase in capacity thanks to an increase in frequency
on the Madrid to New York JFK route (to daily) and the
launch in May of the airline’s new 3-weekly service from
Madrid to Boston.
Non-mainland bases set to close
When Norwegian opened a base in Barcelona in April
2014 it became the airline’s sixth Spanish base after
Alicante, Gran Canaria, Madrid, Malaga and Tenerife TFS.
A further base was then added at Palma de Mallorca in
June 2016. However, earlier this year the airline
confirmed that it would close the three bases outside of
mainland Spain.
As a result, Norwegian’s 2019 Q3 capacity from Gran
Canaria, Palma de Mallorca and Tenerife TFS will fall by
between 20% and 30%. Capacity across the airline’s four
other Spanish bases at Alicante, Barcelona, Madrid and
Malaga will remain virtually unchanged, though ASKs will
increase by 10% as a result of the US network growth.
Over 20 routes dropped
The ANKER Report has identified 23 Spanish routes that
Norwegian has dropped between 2018 Q3 and 2019 Q3.
Of these, 10 are to Germany. Norwegian’s capacity
between Spain and Germany has been cut by 27% in Q3,
the second biggest cut after the Spanish domestic
market. Of the remaining dropped routes, there are
three each to Norway and the UK, two to Finland with
one each to Italy, Malta, Poland and Sweden.
Apart from the already mentioned Madrid-Boston and
Bilbao-Tenerife TFN routes, Norwegian will also serve
the new Murcia airport from Oslo. Finally, there will be
two new routes from Billund to Malaga (from 1 April)
and Palma de Mallorca (from 6 May).
In August 2019 Norwegian will be operating almost 30
routes with at least daily service involving Spanish
airports. The top routes for weekly frequency are:
19-weekly: Copenhagen-Malaga;
18-weekly: Stockholm-Malaga;
16-weekly: Copenhagen-Barcelona, Oslo-Barcelona, Oslo
-Malaga, Stockholm-Barcelona;
15-weekly: Oslo-Alicante;
14-weekly: Helsinki-Malaga, London LGW-Malaga,
Stockholm-Alicante.
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continued from page 1 The four biggest North

American carriers for longhaul flights (shown in red) are all growing their European
capacity by between 5% and 7% this summer. American
Airlines has been the most active in terms of network
development, dropping six European routes, but adding
nine. The oneworld carrier has dropped routes from
Glasgow, Frankfurt and Munich to Philadelphia, from
Dublin and Edinburgh to New York JFK and from
Manchester to Chicago.
United Airlines has added four and dropped one, Delta
Air Lines has added three and dropped three, while Air
Canada has added two and dropped none.
Norwegian’s long-haul network still growing
Despite cutting capacity elsewhere across its network,
Norwegian’s long-haul capacity is still growing this
summer by 13%. While the number of long-haul routes
remains unchanged at 57, this disguises the fact that the
airline has dropped eight routes while also starting eight
new routes. The dropped routes are: Belfast BFS to New
York SWF and Providence; London LGW to Fort
Lauderdale, Oakland and Singapore; Edinburgh to New
York SWF and Providence; and Paris ORY to New York
EWR.
Iberia’s growth is mostly driven by frequency increases
on its existing Madrid routes, plus growth in the LEVEL
operation from Barcelona which is still currently
operated by Iberia aircraft. New routes starting this
summer are New York JFK and Santiago in Chile.
Aeroflot’s double-digit expansion is primarily down to
frequency increases on domestic routes from Moscow
SVO to long-haul destinations in Asian Russia. However,
there are also new routes to Colombo and Dubai DWC.
Qatar is fastest-growing long-haul market
Analysing the data by country, the US market is over
three times bigger than the next biggest long-haul
market from Europe, the UAE. The fastest-growing longhaul markets in S19 (among the top 15) are Qatar
(+14%), Brazil (+11%), Japan (+11%), China (+10%),
Mexico (+10%), Canada (+9%) and South Africa (+8%).
However, in volume terms, the US market has seen
twice as many seats added (1.16 million) as its nearest
rival China (560,000 seats).
Outside of the top 15, several country markets are
seeing European capacity growth of more than 20%.
These include Ecuador (+24%), Vietnam (+23%),
Indonesia (+22%), Oman (+21%) and Chile (+20%).
Bali, Brunei and Durban are new non-stop destinations
There are several new long-haul destinations served non
-stop at least 2-weekly this summer that were not served
last August. These include Bali in Indonesia (served by
Turkish Airlines from Istanbul and Garuda Indonesia
from London LHR), Brunei (served daily by Royal Brunei
Airlines from London LHR), Hamilton in Canada (served
by Norwegian from Dublin), Charleston and Durban
(both served by British Airways from London LHR).
Sadly, St. Louis, which had welcomed the return of
European flights last May with the introduction of 5weekly WOW air flights from Iceland, is again this
summer without direct flights to Europe after WOW air
terminated its service in early January.
Doncaster Sheffield, Malta and Naples go long-haul
In Europe, three airports of note will have long-haul
flights this summer having not had any last August.
Doncaster Sheffield in the UK will have weekly flights
with TUI Airways to Orlando in Florida and Hurghada in
Egypt.
As already mentioned, Malta will welcome a daily service
to Doha from Qatar Airways starting in June, while
Naples will celebrate flights to Dubai with flydubai
starting in early June, not long after the Italian airport
will have welcomed daily, seasonal flights to New York
EWR with United Airlines.

Selection of new long-haul, non-stop routes from European airports: August 2019 versus August 2018 (at least 2-weekly)
Airline

New route (weekly frequency in August 2019, launch date)

Aer Lingus

Dublin to Minneapolis/St. Paul (7, 8 Jul 19) and Montreal (7, 8 Aug 19)

Aeroflot

Moscow SVO to Colombo (2, 28 Oct 18) and Dubai DWC (7, 29 Oct 18)

Aeromexico

Mexico City to Barcelona (3, 15 Jun 19)

Aigle Azur

Paris ORY to Beijing (3, 5 Sep 18)

Air Arabia

Sharjah to Belgrade (4, 28 Jun 19) and Prague (7, 11 Dec 18)
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Airline

New route (weekly frequency in August 2019, launch date)

Air Canada

Montreal to Bordeaux (4, 15 Jun 19); Toronto to Vienna (7, 29 Apr 19)

Air China

Chengdu to London LHR (3, 2 Apr 19)

Air Europa

Madrid to Medellin (3, 1 Jun 19) and Panama City (5, 25 Feb 19)

Air France

Paris CDG to Dallas/Fort Worth (5, 31 Mar 19) and Quito (3, 14 May 19)

Air India

Bengaluru to London LHR (3, 17 Nov 18); Mumbai to Frankfurt (4, 16 Nov 18)

Air Italy

Milan MXP to Los Angeles (4, 3 Apr 19), San Francisco (4, 10 Apr 19) and Toronto (4, 6 May 19)

Air Senegal

Dakar to Paris CDG (7, 1 Feb 19)

Alitalia

Rome FCO to Washington IAD (5, 2 May 19)

American Airlines

Charlotte to Munich (7, 31 Mar 19); Chicago to Athens (7, 3 May 19); Dallas/Fort Worth to Dublin (7, 6 Jun 19) and Munich (7, 6 Jun 19); Philadelphia to
Berlin TXL (4, 7 Jun 19), Bologna (4, 6 Jun 19), Dubrovnik (3, 7 Jun 19) and Edinburgh (7, 2 Apr 19); Phoenix to London LHR (7, 31 Mar 19)

ANA

Tokyo HND to Vienna (7, 17 Feb 19)

Austrian Airlines

Vienna to Montreal (7, 29 Apr 19)

Avianca

Bogota to Munich (5, 16 Nov 18)

Azul

Sao Paulo VCP to Porto (3, 3 Jun 19)

British Airways

London LHR to Charleston (2, 4 Apr 19), Doha (7, 1 Dec 18), Durban (3, 29 Oct 18), Islamabad (3, 2 Jun 19), Osaka KIX (4, 31 Mar 19), Pittsburgh (4, 2
Apr 19)

China Eastern Airlines

Shanghai to London LGW (3, 7 Dec 18); Xi’an to Madrid (2, 11 Dec 18)

China Southern Airlines

Beijing to Istanbul IST (3, 20 Dec 18); Urumqi to Vienna (3, 18 Jun 19)

Condor

Frankfurt to Kuala Lumpur (2, 1 Nov 18)

Corsair

Paris ORY to Miami (4, 10 Jun 19)

Delta Air Lines

Boston to Edinburgh (7, 23 May 19) and Lisbon (7, 23 May 19); Tampa to Amsterdam (7, 23 May 19)

El Al

Tel Aviv to Manchester (3, 26 May 19)

Emirates

Dubai to Edinburgh (7, 1 Oct 18)

Ethiopian Airlines

Addis Ababa to Istanbul IST (3, 1 Apr 19) and Moscow DME (3, 17 Dec 18)

Etihad Airways

Abu Dhabi to Barcelona (7, 18 Nov 18)

Eurowings

Düsseldorf to Bangkok (3, 28 Oct 18), Las Vegas (3, 3 Jul 19) and New York EWR (6, 1 Dec 18)

Finnair

Helsinki to Los Angeles (3, 31 Mar 19)

flydubai

Dubai DXB to Budapest (7, 27 Jun 19), Helsinki (4, 11 Oct 18) and Naples (5, 4 Jun 19)

Garuda Indonesia

Denpasar Bali to London LHR (3, 22 Jan 19)

Hainan Airlines

Beijing to Oslo (3, 15 May 19); Chongqing to Paris CDG (2, 19 Dec 18); Shenzhen to Dublin (2, 25 Feb 19), Paris CDG (2, 21 Dec 18), Vienna (2, 20 Oct 18)

IndiGo

Delhi to Istanbul IST (7, 20 Mar 19)

Jet Airways

Mumbai to Manchester (5, 5 Nov 18)

Kenya Airways

Nairobi to Geneva (2, 12 Jun 19) and Rome FCO (2, 12 Jun 19)

KLM

Amsterdam to Boston (4, 31 Mar 19) and Las Vegas (3, 6 Jun 19)

Korean Air

Seoul to Zagreb (3, 1 Sep 18)

Kuwait Airways

Kuwait City to Milan MXP (3, 29 Oct 18) and Nice (2, 3 Jun 19)

La Compagnie

Nice to New York EWR (4, 6 May 19)

LATAM Airlines

Sao Paulo GRU to Lisbon (5, 2 Sep 18) and Munich (4, 25 Jun 19)

LEVEL

Barcelona to New York JFK (3, 27 Jul 19), San Francisco (3, 31 Oct 18) and Santiago (4, 31 Mar 19); Paris ORY to Fort-de-France (3, 1 Oct 18) and New
York EWR (4, 18 Sep 18)

LOT Polish Airlines

Warsaw WAW to Miami (4, 1 Jun 19)

Lufthansa

Frankfurt to Austin (5, 3 May 19); Munich to Bangkok (7, 1 Jun 19) and Osaka KIX (7, 31 Mar 19)

Norwegian

Dublin to Hamilton (7, 31 Mar 19); London LGW to Miami (7, 31 Mar 19), Rio de Janeiro (4, 31 Mar 19), San Francisco (5, 31 Mar 19) and Tampa (2, 31
Oct 18); Madrid to Boston (3, 2 May 19); Oslo to Tel Aviv (2, 31 Oct 18); Rome FCO to Boston (4, 31 Mar 19)

Oman Air

Muscat to Athens (7, 1 Jun 19) and Moscow DME (7, 28 Oct 18)

Qatar Airways

Doha to Gothenburg (5, 12 Dec 18) and Malta (7, 4 Jun 19)

Royal Brunei Airlines

Brunei to London LHR (7, 26 Oct 18)

SAS

Copenhagen to Hong Kong (5, 28 Oct 18)

Shenzhen Airlines

Shenzhen to London LHR (3, 30 Oct 18)

Sichuan Airlines

Chengdu to Copenhagen (2, 10 Dec 18)

TAP Portugal

Lisbon to Chicago (5, 1 Jun 19), San Francisco (5, 10 Jun 19), Tel Aviv (7, 31 Mar 19) and Washington IAD (5, 16 Jun 19)

Tianjin Airlines

Chongqing to London LHR (3, 25 Oct 18)

Transavia France

Nantes to Tel Aviv (3, 7 Nov 18)

Turkish Airlines

Istanbul IST to Dakar (6, 26 Nov 18) and Denpasar Bali (7, 17 July 19)

United Airlines

Denver to Frankfurt (7, 2 May 19); New York EWR to Naples (7, 22 May 19) and Prague (7, 6 Jun 19); San Francisco to Amsterdam (7, 30 Mar 19)

Virgin Atlantic

London LHR to Las Vegas (7, 31 Mar 19); Manchester to Los Angeles (3, 25 May 19)

WestJet

Calgary to Dublin (3, 1 Jun 19) and Paris CDG (4, 17 May 19); Halifax to Dublin (6, 29 Apr 19); Toronto to Barcelona (3, 24 May 19)

Xiamen Airlines

Fuzhou to Paris CDG (3, 11 Dec 18)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for August 2018 and August 2019.
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